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We wantan algorithm to

calculate gad (a,b).

The nexttheorem
will be the

basis for the Evalidean Algorithm
->

Theorem. Leta and b be

-

integers
and 0ab.

positive
suppose

b =aftr where

5,972and
OEra.

Then,

gcd(b,a) =a
2

We replace ⑰mthis problem
With a smaller prob



#:Calculategcd(138,62)

⑮52(2)+14<-

emsay:=gcd(b)
Ci

Repeat the process:

#(4) +6&
①erremcagodly res

·FiRepeat the process: &⑭6(2) +2 - #
⑦Theorem says:9(d(14,61 =g2d(6,2



Repeatthe process:

#⑤(3)+028
#R

Theorem says:⑭)=gcd(2,0)

Summary:
9(d(138,62) =g(d(62,14)

=y(d(14,6)
=9(d(6,2)

=9cd(2,0) =2

⑭wer:gcd(138,62) =2



ofoftheorem:

Leta,be and 0<a=b.

Use the division algorithmto

write b =af to with Ora.

Letd =gcd(b,a)

and d' =ycd(a,r).
Our goal is toshow d =d'

Step 1:Let's show d'1d.
-

Since d'=ged (a,r) we know

d'la and d'Ir.

So, a
=d'm and red'n

Where m,nt.



Ergo,
b =aq +r

=d'mq +d'n

=d'[mq+n]
--

this is an integer
because M,7,7
are integers.

Consequently, d'lb.

Thus, d'lb and d'la.

So, d' is a positive common

divisor of b and a

But d is the greatestpositive



common divisor of b and a

Thus,d

p2.Let'sshowdidre
&la and dlb.

Hence,
a =ds and b =dt

where 3,
174.

It follows that

r
=b -

aq
=dt- d5q



=d[A - 57]
wo

this is an integer
since A,5,9t

So, dr.

Hence, a la and dro

Since d' =gcd(a,r) we

know d =d'.

Therefore, since did
and

did', we may conclude

that d=d'



ideanAlgorithm (Finds god(b,a))
Leta and b be positive

gipiwithocais
with 0r<a.

*p2:
Ifr =0, then your

done. The

answer
is a,&If0, then repeatstepbutwith b replaced by a

and a replaced by N.



I#white100 p

a = #j
b =Hj

r
=remainder [b, a];
While [rF0,
b =aj
a
=rj

r
=remainder [b, a]j

7j

Print [r];



cursionmethod

gcd(b,a):=
r =remainder [b,a];
Ifv =0,

return (a];
else

return [9cd(a,vi];
7.

&

3j



Ex: Find gcd (578, 153)
-

578 =3.153 +119

1
g(d(978,153)

153 =1.119 +34 = gcd (153,119)

119
=3.34 + =9(d((19,34)

34 =2.17 *
=9(d(34,17)

⑭swer + =

g(d(17,07
#578,153) =17 = 17

⑮ijiif



⑭F7(2)n5zme
where Kasn,

Kb<N.

100fe
(8) suppose n

=ab where

ka<n,l<b>n, a,bEX.

So, a is a divisor ofn

with a F1, atn,

↑"Isnot primacincompile
one

This means n is notprime.

Thus there
exists a positive

divisor a of n where

a #1 and a FN.



So, Iam since all.

Since all we know

n =ab where be.

Since a & one positive, so is b.

We haveb =1.

Then,I <a =b

&↑ because
a
<N

a
<MAnd, b=-I

So, Kb > n,

So, n =ab where

Kaan, 1bcn. #


